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Boosting the competitiveness of EU SMEs
 
The creation of a multilingual online portal which would provide information
about priority markets for SMEs, fostering an entrepreneurial culture and more
EU support for SMEs in the next EU seven years' budget are among proposals
made by MEPs to boost the competitiveness of EU SMEs.
 
"We need to stress the economic power of SMEs. 85% of all new jobs in the EU
between 2002 and 2010 were created by SMEs, in particular by new companies",
reminded Paul Rübig (EPP, AT), author of the resolution adopted by Parliament on
Tuesday evening.
 
Better information for SMEs
 
MEPs urge the Commission to launch a multilingual internet portal targeted to SMEs
as soon as possible and to be fully up and running by the end of 2013 at the latest.
This portal should be likely to raise the number of EU SMEs that do engage
internationally, underlines the resolution. Indeed, 25% of EU SMEs have been
internationally active within the single market but only 13% have been internationally
active outside the EU, states the report.
 
ERASMUS for young entrepreneurs
 
The Parliament also underlines the importance of the Erasmus for young
entrepreneurs programme and calls on the Commission to study the possibility of an
"Erasmus for Entrepreneurs" to allow businessmen to exchange best practices also
with centres of excellence outside the EU.
 
More EU support for  SMEs
 
MEPs also call for an increased budget for the programme for the competitiveness of
SMEs (COSME) in the Multiannual Financial Framework for the period 2014-2020,
considering in particular the significant market failures with regard to SME financing.
 
The future COSME Programme, the 8th EU Framework Programme for Research and
Innovation "Horizon 2020", as well as Structural Funds Programmes should earmark
sufficient amounts to support SMEs to innovate and generate employment.
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This is an informal message intended to help journalists covering the work of the
European Parliament.  It is neither an official press release nor a comprehensive record
of proceedings.

 
 


